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Julie said, “Yes, he is the male protagonist of this play and he also has investments which
isn’t a big deal, so we have an intersection. His goal is clear. I just want the protection of
Falcon Entertainment and to be a springboard.”

Nicole paused and asked, “is Joseph such a kind person?”

“Of course not, because I saw his commercial value, you know? In the circle, Joseph is
known as Kai’s successor, and his acting style is completely learned in the manner that Kai
left behind. He is the most similar and successful of so many people.” Julie said.

Nicole paused, listening to her excited tone and then said, “Do you want him to rub my
brother’s heat?” He despises it the most when it is rubbed off on him.”

Julie said, “I know, but there’s nothing I can do. I’d like to sign him in the name of my
company and then hang up. What do you think of the name Falcon Entertainment?”

Nicole pondered for a moment: “Do you want to take him yourself?”

Julie said, nodding. “This way, he won’t be able to escape as easily.”

“He may agree.”

It’s deep in the mud, it would be good for someone should save him, and what else is there
to think about? If he refuses, it means his situation isn’t dire enough for me to wait!” Julie’s
tone was adamant about winning!



Nicole advised. “Find someone to dig up his black material, but don’t bury the thunder and
blow it back in your own hands,”

“I was ready.” Julie was full of confidence.
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Nicole laughed.

A piercing cry could be heard in the distance, as if everyone was drawn to it.

Nicole squinted for a moment, but couldn’t see anything.

Julie sighed, “Don’t look, it’s the second female lead.”

“Does this happen frequently?”

“Can you tell me who the female lead is?”

“Who exactly is it?”

“Kirsi Makinen.”

Julie exhaled a sigh.

Nicole smirked slightly. She had a good impression of Kirsi, but every time she heard her
name, she was reminded of her relationship with her brother-in-law Samuel.

She knew Kirsi’s sister, Lumi who only knew investment. This pair of sisters is already
entangled.

“Is Kirsi the heroine?” I didn’t notice…”

Nicole looked around as well, but she didn’t notice Kirsi’s shadow.

Julie said, “I won’t waste time with these little shrimps, no matter how smooth the filming
is.”

Her next scene takes place 2 hours later, and she is still sleeping in the hotel.”
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Nicole cocked her head to look at her: “I thought you and Kirsi had a good relationship; why
do you seem to have an opinion on her?”

Julie sighed and processed her feelings. She looked left and right to make sure no one was
there before saying, “Previously, I thought this person was fairly open-minded. Unlike other
actresses, she would not climb without making a sacrifice.”

“How about right now?” Nicole inquired lightly.

“Do you know how she got to be the female number one?” Julie asked, slightly puzzled.

“What?” Nicole asked, raising her brows.

Julie cast a glance at her: “It was Samuel who said hello and squeezed out the original
female No. 1 and replaced her.”

Nicole’s eyes widened in surprise, and she took some time to return to normalcy.

“So obvious?”

“Nominally Kirsi is Samuel’s wife’s sister, so she doesn’t have to look after her, but I saw
Samuel go in and out of Kirsi’s hotel with my own eyes.” It’s not disgusting enough!”

Julie’s voice grew cold and disgusted, “And then there’s Lumi, who doesn’t have a brain all
day. I hinted earlier that she needed more hearts, and she’s grown into Clayton’s eyes!”
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Nicole was stunned for a long time after hearing Julie complain. She only knows that there
is chaos in this circle and that the wealthy families are only concerned with their own
interests, but it is unusual to see such a blatant sister.

“Forget it, come in with me. I just got someone to bring some delicious local desserts.” Julie
rubbed her brow.

“Do you want to make me fat?” Nicole expressed her heartfelt dissatisfaction and smiled.

Julie laughed and joked, saying, “Mr. Sloan sent you here? I’ve seen everything. You’re both
married, and you’re both preoccupied with crisis?”

“Come on, I think Mr. Sloan’s afraid that there will be some little fresh meat in the crew that
you will take back with you?” Julie laughed, not turning her head away.

“I’m not interested in small amounts of fresh meat for a long time, okay?” Nicole acted
without hesitation. In any case, no one can compete with Clayton in her eyes.

There is fresh meat everywhere, but Clayton only has one!

After passing through a hallway, there is a lounge area with a wide view behind, similar to an
extended pavillion sitting on the lake that has not yet been demolished.

Julie signalling Nicole to pull over.

Nicole took a look around and couldn’t help but be impressed: “This angle is amazing, how
do you feel about seeing several crews?”



“Of course, but no one else has time for tea and desserts here.”
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And from this angle, you can see three film crews filming, isn’t it great?” Nicole gave a nod.

There are several lunch boxes on the table in front of them, each with a variety of desserts,
whetting people’s appetites.

Julie sighed. “I don’t know what happened to Yvette there, but nothing will happen, right?”

Nicole pursed her lips, “You care about yourself, how can something happen to her?”

Aunty Quimbey is Lance’s representative. Don’t worry, everyone is secretly protecting you.”

Julie hung up the phone, took up the fork besides her and handed it to her, pointed in the
direction he had come from, and signalling: “Look, the real excitement is on its way.”

Nicole followed the instructions and looked over, stunned.

Dozens of people poured into the crew at the same time. Nicole had just stayed there, and
now there is nowhere to stay.

“Is that… a fan?”

Nicole frowned, as if she were a devoted follower.

“That’s Joseph’s dark fan.” Julie elaborated.

“It will happen once every three days. When they come to cause trouble, they do nothing but
take pictures and harass the actors. It’s extremely inconvenient. They can’t drive them away,
and calling the cops is pointless. They will delay the progress, and Joseph is afraid of
tossing.”

“Who offended?” Nicole asked, shaking her head.

“It’s the second female’s gold master… It is said to be the gold master. His wife had a
previous relationship with Joseph, but I’m not sure why, but when the sponsor found out,
she began tossing Joseph.”
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Julie started gossiping.

Nicole asked, “Really?”

Julie stated unconcernedly, “Joseph has a guilty conscience, which should be true, but he
claimed it was his girlfriend in college, which is unknown.”

“It’s really unfortunate.” Nicole said with a smile.

“Yes.”

While she was speaking, she heard someone rushing over not far away.

The two were taken aback when they looked up.

“Lumi?”

Nicole looked at Julie, surprised, and Julie stated that she had no idea Lumi would come.


